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					High Tides and Good Vibes. This is The Kinney.

				

			
			
				
			
			At The Kinney Venice Beach, our house is your house. Let our Venice hotel be your tour guide, your adventure guardian, your party starter, your fun in the California sun. With 68 bold guest rooms and shared spaces, gather your squad and start the party at The Kinney - offering the best of Venice right at your fingertips.

Access the latest and greatest attractions at your own pace, and then refresh in The Quad under the LA sun. Jump into a friendly game of ping pong or spin some records and kick it old school in our lobby lounge. Have you seen our new Venice Beach hotel rooms? They scream attention, too.
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							All-New Loyalty Program, Offering the Lowest Rates Guaranteed Plus Access to Special Offers, Hotel Events, & More!
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Discover The Quad


                                    
                                
                    Hang in our Quad under a full day in the LA sun. Channel your inner Forrest with a friendly game of ping pong or mingle around our firepit. With a backdrop like this, don't forget your phone to snap some pics.
                

        

    

        

            
            
                
                     
What Sets Us Apart
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A Place to Kick Back


                        
                                        
                    From the open-air courtyard and cozy fire pit to the year-round heated dipping pool and spa, The Kinney offers a laid-back atmosphere to give your friends a little FOMO.
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A Pop of Color


                        
                                        
                    Outside and in, our hotel features iconic pop art décor in modern, colorful spaces. Have your phone ready for Insta-worthy content around every corner.
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Minutes from Abbot Kinney


                        
                                        
                    Our hotel is less than a mile away from Abbot Kinney Boulevard, a bustling Venice Beach road lined with art galleries, local shops, restaurants, and more.
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Crash Pad Suites


                        
                                        
                    Why have less when you can have more? Upgrade your stay in Venice Beach to a Crash Pad Suite, featuring an expanded living area with pull out sofa (in case you are rolling deep) and a private King bedroom.
                                        

                

            


            




				
				
					
						  
Our Guests Say It Best
                                  


                        					
				

			

				
			
				
											
							
“Beachy Venice Vibes!”

							
								“Great room with really fun decor. The staff was terrific.”

								- Susan K
							

						

											
							
"Retro Hotel with Everything You Need"

							
								The room, location, and especially the staff are amazing. The rooms are suites and the beds are the best. Pool and gym are good and you can walk everywhere. If you are staying in LA and not just Venice beach stay here

								- Jantz M
							

						

											
							
"LA Gem"

							
								I have been a repeat guest at the Kinney for more than 8 years and find it to be a calm oasis for work with spacious, comfortable, spotlessly clean rooms equipped with great wifi, electronics, and lighting, and lots of personality. But if it's the Venice experience you're after, the hotel is brilliantly located at the end of Abbot Kinney, minutes from the beach, and has a fun quad with a small pool, hammocks and a fire pit. It's a win/win for either solo travelers or families. Both the front desk and housekeeping staff are excellent. I will be back (again).

								- Nikke S
							

						

									

			

		



    
        
            
                                
                                            

                            

        

        
            
                            
						   
Featured Offer
                                  Just for You


                                            
                                
                                                                     
                                                
Stay Longer, Save More

                        Everyone deserves a long weekend now and then. Stay a little longer and save even more when you book 3 or more consecutive nights with us.
                    Promo Code:
                        SLS                    

                                        
                                                    See Offers
                                                    
                                *Website exclusive offer. Subject to availability. Minimum 3-night stay. Promo code:SLS1
                            

                                                              

                            

        

            



    
        
        
                                                
                        
Rooms & Suites
                              A Comfy Place to Crash


                                    
                                
                    Enjoy boutique Venice Beach, California lodging and modern amenities in the heart of it all. With in-room vanities, brand-new bedding, and colorful accents, our hotel rooms and crash pad suites in Venice Beach, CA are sure to provide a memorable stay.

View Rooms
                

        

    

        

    
        
        
                                                
                        
Location
                              Our Prime Location in Venice Beach


                                    
                                
                    Grab your entourage and truly experience So Cal - from courtyard lounging to beach cruising. With our ideal Venice Beach address less than 1 mile from the boardwalk, our hotel is the perfect place to start your day and spend your night.
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Catch a Glimpse
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																All-New Loyalty Program, Offering the Lowest Rates Guaranteed Plus Access to Special Offers, Hotel Events, & More!
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